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 Interacting
 with Albers Albers

 Eeva-Liisa Pelkonen

 [A good teacher] considers the students
 as his material instead of his knowledge

 or his techniques or methods.
 Josef Albers, letter to Dean

 Charles H Sawyer, Yale College, 1953

 EIBI
 □ Gsj H

 Josef Albers, Interaction with Colour, 1953
 Plates xvi 2a and xvi 2b

 © Yale University Press
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 2013 marks the fiftieth anniversary of the publication of Interaction material techniques as part of the preliminary course previously
 with Colour by Josef Albers (1888-1976), one of the most important taught by Johannes Itten. Albers had entered the school as a student

 artist-educators of the twentieth century. In format alone, this first in 1920 at the relatively ripe old age of 32, after earlier working as an
 edition is extraordinary, consisting of a cloth-bound slipcase, 46 elementary school teacher with a background in art. Gropius perhaps
 x 28cm and 15cm thick, weighing almost 9kg, and containing two hoped that Albers' knowledge of craft would purge the course of the
 separate printed folios and more than 80 impeccable silkscreen col- esoteric aspects that had dominated the teaching of his predeces
 our plates in a run of 2,000 copies. Many of these plates have flaps sor, however, soon after his appointment his teaching came to offer
 and cut-outs, which allow them to be used to replicate the exercises a kind of third way - one in which a concrete rather than mystical
 Albers assigned to his design students. The format, in this way, deliv- experience of making and perceiving governed the artistic process.6
 ers what lies at the heart of Albers'teaching method: interaction.1 Importantly, from the outset, Albers realised that 'experiment
 The primary objective of my teaching of colour is a recognition of ing surpasses studying' and 'instruction in professional techniques
 how colour constantly deceives us. We study experimentally the inhibits inventiveness',7 which in turn led him to restructure the
 interaction of colour with light. Also the interdependence with Bauhaus foundation programme or Vorkurs in accordance with the
 shape, defined by boundaries (distinct and indistinct - connected progressive methods of contemporary educational pioneers, such as
 and separated), and particularly the plastic action (illusion of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi and Maria Montessori. The guiding prin
 advancing and receding).2 ciple was that every human being possessed an innate creative energy,

 These ever-shifting, illusory qualities, as you imagine, were harder and it was the task of education to unleash this, rather than block it

 to achieve in subsequent editions of Albers' seminal work, which with rote learning. Experimenting, 'feeling for materials', played an
 were of necessity more normative, less extravagant. However, Inter- important role in achieving this educational goal through a definite
 action with Colour has been given a new life by a computer app with teaching method, which Albers describes as follows: 'The best edu
 interactive tools, such as movable colour blocks and colour wheels, cation is one's own experience... To start out by "playing" develops
 launched by Yale University Press to celebrate the book's anniver- courage, leads in a natural manner to an inventive way of building
 sary.3 In the first month after its release in 2013 the app was down- and furthers the pedagogically... important facility of discovery.'8
 loaded 67,000 times. A review in Wired magazine draws attention Despite the invitation to rid the Bauhaus of Itten's particular
 to its'coolest'feature, the'interactive studies':'itwillblowyour mind brand of mysticism, there remained an undeniably esoteric com
 to drag a little salmon-coloured square next to a darker pink square ponent to Albers' scientific methodology, evidenced in the text he
 only to realise it's the exact same colour'.4 In the process, the user wrote in 1928 to codify his Bauhaus teaching, 'Werklicher Formun
 soon realises the meaning behind the title: there is no such thing as terricht' (Teaching Form Through Practice). In this text Albers talks
 colour as such, only'interaction with colour'. Like the original publi- in particular about material exercises being concerned with the
 cation, the app therefore neatly demonstrates the key philosophical inner qualities of the material in question, its inherent structure
 idea behind Albers' teaching, namely that all perception, in this case (Struktur). For both teacher and student the next step was to expose
 the perception of colour - something that we tend to take as a given the surface qualities, to reveal the texture (Textur): the 'skin, or epi
 - is in fact conditioned by the relationship, both psychological and dermis ... is explored in terms of its relatedness or contrast to the
 physical, between the viewer and the object under consideration. skin of other materials'. While the final level of manipulation, called

 Apart from unfolding a chromatic game of deception and sur- fracture [Faktura), involved mechanical processes (eg, stamping,
 prise, 'interaction' also offers a much broader philosophy about the hammering and lamination).9 Albers argued that all of these exer
 role of art education in society, informed by a teaching career that cises produced interesting visual effects - 'spatial qualities, inter
 spanned two continents and three main institutions (and coincid- sections, mixing and interpretation' - and that these, consistent
 ing, historically, with the pedagogical and cultural apogee of those with his esotericism, all seemed 'to occur by illusion',
 institutions) - the Bauhaus (1923-33), Black Mountain College (1933- Of all the materials that Albers typically experimented with in his
 49) and Yale University (1950-58) - with shorter stints at Cincinnati classes at Black Mountain and Yale, as much as in his first courses at
 Art Academy (1949), Harvard Graduate School of Design (1950) and the Bauhaus, he appeared to have a special fondness for paper - a
 Ulm School of Design (1954-55).5 For Albers, the point was not to simple and readily available material that did not require much skill
 create beautiful objects, but rather to gather 'experience' and pro- or tools to manipulate. And it was its banality that for Albers pro
 vide for a collective interchange that integrated the individual into vided the ultimate test of creativity, as students were challenged to
 society. This Weltanschauung (worldview) - a word he frequently go beyond its known applications (eg, flat, non-structural, stapled,
 used along with the notion of Schauung (seeing) - was embodied in stacked), and to discover its hidden potential. The task of the artist
 a deeply humanist teaching method that still seems to offer lessons was therefore one of unleashing the potentiality and energy - or life
 for art and architectural education today. - that lay dormant in the seemingly inert world,10 and the success

 A photograph taken at Black Mountain College in 1946 shows of the project was determined by the proportion of effort to effect.
 Albers sitting on the floor of the college studio with a group of stu- Unsurprisingly, the optimum ratio of effort to effect was established
 dents, examining the material and structural qualities of a piece by the ability of two distinct elements to form 'at least one interest
 of pleated paper. The informality of this gesture demonstrates an ing relation that is more than just the sum of those elements'.11
 important aspect of his teaching method, namely, that any single Perhaps because of, or even in spite of, his recurring attraction to
 piece of work was never to be considered finished, but was always paper, Albers insisted on a 'thorough justification' for the choice of
 the object of further experimentation and speculation. This kind material, the technique of working with it and the form it took. Hav
 of exercise had originated around 1923, when Walter Gropius, then ing to justify choices, he felt, kept gratuitous self-expression at bay,
 the newly appointed director of the Bauhaus, asked Albers to teach while allowing true creativity to percolate to the surface. Albers' 1934
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 essay 'Concerning Art Instruction', published in the Black Mountain learn to see form as a three-dimensional phenomenon. For the
 College Bulletin, sums up his understanding of creativity as a balance manual act... the hand must be sensitised to the direction of the
 between discipline and innovation: 'Rendering of all form, in fact all will.'18 Albers' former Yale student, Frederick A Horowitz, described
 creative work, moves between the two polarities: intuition and intel- how, 'on the first day of the Basic Drawing course, you were told
 Iect, or possibly between subjectivity and objectivity.'12 to stand up, hold out your arm, and draw your name backwards. Or

 In this regard, Albers was undoubtedly influenced by the work with both hands in the air and your eyes closed, make a symmetri
 of his wife, the textile designer Anni Albers, who believed that dis- cal drawing, then try it on paper. A week or so later, you might find
 cipline and rigour were the key to unlocking creativity. The two had yourself drawing lines to the left and then to the right; drawing
 been classmates at the Bauhaus and moved as a married couple clockwise and then counter clockwise; or drawing without lifting
 to the us in 1933 to teach at the newly established Black Mountain the pencil from the page.'19 In another exercise Albers asked his stu
 College in North Carolina, where they stayed for 16 years. Anni dents to draw from the model without looking at the paper in order
 Albers' own article in the BlackMountain College Bulletin, 'Work with to 'feel the form you're about to draw. Let the line caress the form
 Materials' (1938), makes the case for her preferred craft - weaving - Look at the model and dance with your pencil.'20 While in a later
 by celebrating 'operations which embody the set laws' as a means to assignment, they were asked to repeat a single form in a rhythmic
 'provide a discipline which balances the hubris of creative ecstasy'.13 manner: 'The motor sense aims in the right direction. That's a mat
 The textiles she produced are vivid illustrations of how she found ter of feeling, not of seeing. You don't watch what the arm does, no!
 immense room for variation and innovation within a highly struc- You go by the feeling with the arm.'21 The body's movements were
 tured and traditional way of working. All of them follow the basic presumed to be unfiltered by reason and more immediate; if vision
 rules of weaving - longitudinal (warp) and lateral (woof) threads relied on a certain distance and was inherently more contemplative,
 interlaced at right angles, which turn into simple grid patterns - the body drew the world up close and operated in the here and now.
 a formal device, as Rosalind Krauss has pointed out, that is both The main task of these drawing exercises was to overcome a separa
 'autonomous and autotelic'. But within these constraints, they dem- tion between man and the world, and to reach a moment 'where one
 onstrate an amazing range of spatial and textural richness born out can no longer separate the perceiver and the perceived'.22
 of a combination of discipline and a discovery of moments when an Forbidding the use of erasers, Albers preferred to record the act
 absolute mastery of the craft allows for a selective breaking of the of drawing in all its messiness. The outcome was often overlapping
 rules to yield unexpected and surprising effects.14 lines seeking, as it were, a right contour or a form. Some of Albers'

 'Drawwhatyou see, not what you know', was an oft heard mantra own hand drawings are made in curlicue, a continuous line form
 in Albers' freehand drawing class at Black Mountain College, for only ing overlapping contours that record the interaction between sub
 then, he said, could you enter a deeper interaction with the object - ject and object in a seismographic notation of eyes following arm.
 be it a flowerpot or a tool - rather than rely on a preconceived idea Albers, who had a knack for coming up with new concepts and
 of what it might look like.15 But at the same time, Albers' notion of words to evoke certain phenomena, described such works as rep
 'learning to see' did not depend exclusively on optic vision; indeed, resentative of the 'breathing line' - a line consisting of darker and
 exercises were sometimes even done with eyes closed. Instead, and lighter areas which not only registered the contours and form of the
 again consistent with the metaphysics of his Bauhaus teaching, object, but also as his title suggested breathed life into it.
 he emphasised that to really 'see' one had to transcend 'outer' sight, The emphasis on the hand-drawn and the corporeal reinforced
 which was merely optical, and reach the mystical level of 'inner the key idea behind Albers'teaching philosophy: that the body gov
 vision'. The former was purely empirical, while the latter called for erns perception. As if to amplify this point, films recording Albers
 'imagination and vision', drawing on deeper cognitive processes.15 teaching show him always on the move while explaining assign

 Line drawn with a pencil was the preferred mode for registering ments or discussing student work. The influence of Erwin Straus -
 the movements of the eye as it followed the contours of the object - a German-American phenomenologist and neurologist who taught
 meandering, picking up details and mapping out its general shape - psychology at Black Mountain College at the same time Albers was
 and'character'was always a key quality of any good drawing. Albers there - should be mentioned in this regard. Straus's article, 'The
 would teach his students about how a line could be hard for hard Upright Posture', describes what he terms 'human kinematics' as
 objects and softer for softer objects, and how the haptic, sensuous the key to understanding 'the correspondence between human
 nature of the object could be teased out through subtle variations physique and the basic traits of human experience and behaviour'.
 in the thickness, softness and sharpness of the line. Importantly, 'Experience' was for Straus the essential basis of a more holistic
 character came only in part from the inherent quality of the object method of teaching: 'Experience can no longer be interpreted as
 that was teased out in the process of drawing; the rest was a quality a train, accumulation, or integration of sensations, thoughts, ideas,
 invested in the drawing by the person making it. Albers seems here volitions, occurring in the soul, the mind, the consciousness, or
 to have been influenced by German aesthetic theory of the romantic the unconsciousness for that matter. In experiencing, man finds
 period, and in particular by Arthur Schopenhauer, the first to break himself always in the world, directed toward it, acting and suffer
 free of stable aesthetic and formal codes, who himself had earlier ing.'23 Albers clearly absorbed many of these ideas, and they are
 described character as 'the manifestation of the will at the highest almost emblematically evident (despite an apparent contradic
 grade of its objectification'.17 tion of Straus's 'upright' title) in the most famous photograph of

 The main interface between human will and external stimuli him, where Albers is shown tilting as he draws a geometric figure
 was the body, complimented by vision. For on a blackboard at Black Mountain Col

 . Overteq/î Josef Albers and students at the
 Albers, a drawing consisted of 'a visual and Bauhaus, Dessau, 1928-29. Photo umbo lege, while the students behind him mirror
 a manual act. For the visual act... one must © Phyllis umbehr/GalleryKicken, Berlin his movement with arms lifted, pencils in
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 Overleaf: Josef Albers and students at the
 Bauhaus, Dessau, 1928-29. Photo Umbo
 © Phyllis Umbehr/Gallery Kicken, Berlin
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 their hands. In line with Straus's philosophy, Albers made students This interest in space was shared by a number of Albers' contem
 feel geometry through their body, before explaining it to them in poraries at the Bauhaus in the 1920s. The idea that all life, all activ
 abstract, mathematical terms.24 To support the body's role in relat- ity, evolves in space is for example poignantly represented in Oskar
 ing to the world, Black Mountain College even offered classes in Schlemmer's diagrams showing a human body being wired (liter
 eukinetics, a science system of controlled body movements. ally) onto the surrounding space through a sort of dynamic lattice.

 Deeply embedded in this phenomenological tradition, Albers Similarly, László Moholy-Nagy's exploration of transparency gener
 approached art as a 'visual formulation of our inner response to the ated an idea of 'relational space', where overlapping, intersecting
 world'.25 Visual appearance was interpreted as a moment through planes make palpable the three dimensions in which spaces coex
 which Being presented itself.26 For example, in another favourite ist and mutate through their interactions. In both cases spatial
 exercise, he would ask students to draw a piece of a bark by reducing relations were considered simultaneously literal - we see these ele
 its surface to repeatable 'marks': making a 'mark' had nothing to do ments intersect and overlap optically - and conceptual, producing
 with depicting the outer appearance; rather, the goal was to capture, what Sigfried Giedion called 'a field where objects, figures, and argu
 in graphic form, ways of perceiving the object and being affected ments acquire meaningwhen seen analogically with one another'.31
 by it. To draw a line was therefore to record an encounter with the Yet it is perhaps from Albers that we can learn the most about
 world in the most immediate, visceral way. the phenomenological experience of space. His was an extended

 Importantly, drawing was an activity that also evolved dynami- notion of space, considered as the substance that connected every
 cally in space and time.27 In 'Werklicher Formunterricht' Albers thing-past and present events, near and far, things and objects, as
 talks about how to approach the representation of space through well as people - in one single dynamic system. For him, all activity
 'increasing and decreasing the intensity of line, through increasing depended on space, which was both a source of life and life itself,
 and decreasing the spaces between lines'.28 He encouraged students In turn, this cast the relationship between the individual subject
 to draw the same object - an umbrella, for example - from multiple and the world in a new light: man was now both a product and a pro
 viewpoints, even to dance around it, celebrating its sensuous three- ducer of the surrounding world.
 dimensional quality. The resulting overlapping views made palpa- An image of Albers taken at the Bauhaus around 1928 gives a
 ble the act of drawing and the space that evolved out of it. Tracing glimpse of the 'space' of his teaching style. During design reviews he
 this spatio-temporal sequence emphasised that both the subject would walk in between the projects and observe them from different
 and the object existed in space and that everything in space had to directions, all the while prompting students to comment on the work
 do with time, movement and the constantly changing relationships by asking questions such as 'What do you see?' and 'How can this be
 between things. It was these relationships that mattered, not the improved?' Models were typically laid on the floor. Rather than being
 object or the subject in isolation. The task was therefore to depict treated as something precious and final of the project, they were sim
 not only the object but this binding matrix of things and events. ply viewed as works in progress, as something to respond to. Albers

 The concept of 'space' occupied a central position in Albers' elaborated: 'Collective dialogue over materials and material exercises
 thinking, not least through the frequency of its use. Immanuel reinforces exact observation and new ways of seeing... As students
 Kant, the father of modern aesthetic theory, was the first to focus and teachers we must once again learn with and from one other...
 on space as a mediator between the subject and object. 'In the sen- Otherwise education is sour bread and bad company.'32 In the same
 suous representation of external things', he wrote in his Critique of vein, 'controlled mistakes' - mistakes that were recognised and dis
 Judgment, 'the quality of space in which we intuit them is the merely cussed with others - became a means to 'promote progress'. But cru
 subjective side of my representation of them.'29 In other words, for daily it was not the role of the teacher to pass judgement on the work.
 Kant, space was first and foremost a realm of imagination and intui- Rather, 'experience ... is often communicated more easily from stu
 tion: it mediated our experience of the external world and came into dent to student'. Albers believed strongly here in the need to 'reject

 being only through subjective experience. In the same tradition, the personality cult'of contemporary pedagogical methods and sum
 Albers saw space as the locus of all human experience, and con- marised his mission with the statement that 'If you see my teaching,
 sidered the task of art as one of manifesting this ineffable, unify- you must see that my deepest wish is to be a comrade, not a parent'.33

 ing agent. Knowing this, we can begin to see a central focus in what Although resistant to the idea of a single figure of author
 might otherwise be mistaken for mere background in Albers'work. ity, Albers was committed to overarching themes, particularly
 This is the case with his 'Structural Constellation' series, begun in the invention of categories and concepts that helped to focus the
 the late 1940s, in which white geometric lines etched on a laminated discussion of the work and in turn become an important part of
 plastic plate form overlapping cubic volumes set against a black the learning process. There was a sense, here, that words and con
 background so as to create different spatial illusions. In the end, cepts were floating in space, ready to be captured. In articulating
 what initially appears as an empty background or void emerges, these concepts, Albers would make the gesture of reaching into the
 when you look at it more closely, as more dominant and more palpa- air, as if stretching to catch a word that would then be matched to
 ble than the lines that define it. It is kind of chiaroscuro in reverse: a form. He also encouraged his students to complete his sentences,
 there is what is called an 'activation of the negative' as the dark to emphasise that learning was a collective, social process, and that
 ground takes over the lightness of the figure and 'nothing' - in this design was as much spoken as drawn. As a result, his classes were
 case empty space - becomes 'something'. Placing the same value on filled with overlapping voices, creating a certain spatiality (as Albers
 'positive' and 'negative' elements made it impossible for something liked to think) for conceptual thought.
 to remain 'left over'. This activation of 'negative' (residual, subtrac- Group learning also shifted from abstract knowledge to human
 tive) elements was, for Albers, 'the only totally new, and perhaps the experience, from the individual to the collective, from the gen
 most important moment in today's language of forms'.30 eral view to the idea that knowledge is always directed towards
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 Josef Albers and students
 at Black Mountain College, early 1940s
 Courtesy North Carolina State Archives
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 Josef Albers and students at Black Mountain College, 1946
 Photo Genevieve Naylor

 © Peter Reznikoff
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 something - Spinoza's idea of homo cogitat (man thinks) over Albers left Black Mountain College in 1949, after the school came
 Descartes' notion of cogito ergo sum (I think therefore I am). And under severe financial and political pressure, and the following year
 rather than 'teaching', which assumed the presence of an author- was hired by Yale as the chair of the newly established department
 ity figure delivering quantifiable knowledge, Albers instead stressed of design. Part of his mission at Yale was to educate students for
 the idea of 'learning' as an organic process in which the educator's the expanding field of industrial design. The two main courses that
 role was simply to trigger students' innate curiosity: 'The more one he personally offered, 'Basic Freehand Drawing' and 'Interaction
 is taught the less one can learn.'34 Here, it should be noted that John with Colour', were taken by all students entering the department of
 Dewey was widely read at the Bauhaus. The concept of 'learning' design and all first year architecture students as well as members
 was tied to that of 'life', mingling Henri Bergson's vitalistic belief of the general student body.41 It is perhaps no accident that Albers'
 in a mysterious life essence with Friedrich Nietzsche's celebration of idea that art education was ultimately not about creating objects,
 lived experience. Or as Albers once exclaimed, 'Life is more impor- but about creating subjects, flourished in the economically prosper
 tant than school, the student and the learning more important than ous and politically transformative golden years of Weimar culture
 the teacher and the teaching. More lasting than having heard and in the 1920s and the America of the 1950s, when western capitalism
 read is to have seen and experienced'.35 and democracy spread in tandem. In both eras, there was a sense

 These educational techniques were further tied to a conception of freedom and experimentation in the air. And in both, art and
 that art education had a larger role to play in society, as a means artists where held in high esteem and 'form-making' - Gestaltung
 to foster a sense of shared values and collective empathy, which in German-acquired a meaning beyond the world of art.42
 gained particular force at Black Mountain College during the Sec- When Josef and Anni Albers arrived in America in 1933 a journal
 ond World War. In an article 'Concerning Art Instruction', pub- ist asked them what they were going to teach, and Josef replied in
 fished in the school's bulletin in November 1944, Albers writes that heavily accented English, 'to open eyes'. But this kind of basic visual
 'art is a province in which one finds all the problems of fife reflected training, once a staple of American liberal arts education, has now
 - not only the problems of form (eg, proportion and balance) but fallen out of favour. Its demise seems partly a result of the increas
 also spiritual problems (eg, of philosophy, of religion, of sociology, ing professionalisation of architectural training. Especially in
 of economy)'.36 A year later, in a lecture titled 'On Education' also America, students are now pressured to get well-paying jobs imme
 delivered at Black Mountain, Albers stated that 'To creative, produc- diately after graduation in order to pay back their loans and cover
 tive education, the individual is the educational material. Here the ever-increasing living costs. Schools have answered this demand
 aim is alike for both student and teacher, namely to discover and to by providing classes that focus on the skills required in the job
 develop ability as well as to discover and develop human relation- market, such as computer-aided design, development and profes
 ships. To educate is to adjust the individual as a whole to commu- sional practice. Of course, the pressures of professionalisation are
 nity and society as a whole.'37 Such a collective sensibility continued hardly new. And interestingly, Albers' teaching method had already
 into the next decade and his move to Yale, the goals of whose liberal come under attack when Hannes Meyer took over the Bauhaus in
 arts curriculum Albers summarised as follows: 'The chief objective 1928, criticising the Vorkurs exercises he had set up as being too
 is visual empathy; ie, the ability to read the meaning of form in its far removed from the practical concerns of building. Mies van der
 various facets as the reflection of general and of individual mental- Rohe, who became the head of the school in 1930, shared Meyer's
 ity'.38 In this view, all disciplines merged into a continuous topology. concerns, considering the Vorkurs simply too 'spielerisch' (playful)
 The ultimate goal of liberal arts education was therefore to discover to be a proper part of a professional training.
 that the world was an interconnected whole. At the same time, the definition of architecture has also changed

 Albers and the two institutions he worked for in the us - Black radically since the decades Albers spent in teaching. A major shift
 Mountain College and Yale - played a key role during the Second occurred in the late 1960s, when architecture was increasingly seen
 World War and its immediate aftermath.39 Black Mountain College as part of a larger 'environment', consisting of both natural and man
 had been founded in 1933 by the educational reformer John Andrew made elements, including technological and symbolic systems. This
 Rice, for whom the point of further education was 'to bring your meant that every human action had consequences within this larger
 people to intellectual and emotional maturity', rather than to stuff field and, in turn, every element, built or natural, had an impact on
 their heads with facts. Like the romantics before him, Rice believed the human subject. In this context it became even harder to frame
 that 'the hope of mankind lay in the artist's imagination and artistic architecture in terms of fundamentals such as form and space. How
 approach to fife as a whole'. Midway through a decade bookended indeed could one isolate architecture from economic forces, and
 by the Wall Street Crash and the outbreak of the Second World think of it primarily as something involved with material processes -
 War, Rice wrote that 'life is essentially not competitive but calls and as an art focused on creating formal and spatial effects?
 for co-operation everywhere, and that, lest humanity perish, men Regardless of these changes, Albers' teaching method raises
 must cease spending most of their energy scheming to harm one a question that remains crucial today: how should we introduce
 another, and begin looking toward a goal, toward something they young students to an ever-expanding discipline that seemingly
 wish to become and make for the world.' Art education had to strive knows no limits? Do we ask today's students to do too much too soon
 for improvement. Accordingly, his students had to 'cease being pas- by encouraging them to engage right away with the complex issues
 sive recipients and handers out of mere information; [and] become of site, programme and tectonics? Should students be concerned
 productive, creative, using everything that comes within their about urban infrastructure - or globalisation, for that matter - in
 orbit, including especially people'. Albers' teaching goals could be the very first year of their studies? Or should one instead postpone
 summed up in Rice's words: 'There is a technique to be learned, these 'real world' concerns, perhaps open them up incrementally?
 a grammar of the art of living and working in the world.'40 In other words, should we return to teaching the fundamentals?
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 A focused search (or re-search, in the literary and pedagogical to work with? And lastly, re-reading Albers makes one feel nostalgic
 style of Albers) for these design fundamentals, could introduce for the moment when art or architecture embodied a whole world
 students to the core ideas of architectural thinking and the ability view. Albers taught students, step by step, to build a sense of empa
 to generate form and space. And to reiterate Albers' key concepts, thy to the world around them and to understand their position
 his idea of form had nothing to do with self-expression, but relied within a greater totality. Fifty years ago, Tomás Maldonado, profes
 on a more complex set of concerns about the ability of art to medi- sor at Ulm, defined the project of the Bauhaus as being 'to lay open
 ate our relationship to the world. Since form creation has increas- a humanistic perspective of technical civilisation, ie, to regard the
 ingly become the domain of software, students could in this sense human environment as a "concrete field of activity".'43 Maldonado's
 benefit greatly from the simple realisation that architecture is words seem to have renewed relevance in our own age of techno
 about a certain type of experience, and is not simply an object or logical upheaval, for it is indeed ultimately the human being, and
 a product. Perhaps a restaging of Albers-style drawing exercises not the machine, who discovers new opportunities and judges their
 would similarly help students gain a more nuanced sensitivity to effectiveness and value to human life.
 the phenomena they are dealing with. It could even be a first step There is also a degree of utopianism in Albers still waiting to
 towards redressing the fact that many contemporary buildings be discovered - the idea that we can see things in a new way, that
 seem completely lacking in mood and ethos, to the point where it is established practices can be revisited and dismantled. The words
 hard to attach any qualities to them. Furthermore, a dose of Albers 'creativity' and 'discovery' come up again and again in his writings
 would help to reintroduce the now almost forgotten idea of space - words that are becoming increasingly rare in art and architectural
 into the architectural imagination. If we look back at the history discourse, but are proliferating in the worlds of technology and
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